
 

INSIDER WEEKLY ROUNDUP (22 MAY 2017) 

Hello and welcome to this week's Insider. 

Arizona sunset (thanks go to Paul) 

It's been about 20 years since I was last in Arizona. And you know what I remember about 
it? 

It's illegal for donkeys to sleep in bathtubs. I mean sure, I remember the Grand Canyon. It's 
unforgeBable, but clearly my dark mind remembers some absurd things too, and this one 
sCcks. 



It was an interesCng week - lots of volaClity but liBle or nothing of it was fundamentally 
based.  

This week the following caught my aBenCon/had me rolling on the ground in laughter: 
• The market selling off over the possibility of Trump being impeached 
• The 17% drop in Brazilian equiCes 
• Rethinking emerging market equiCes, in parCcular Russia 
• Japan growth rate and the massive gap between values of US and Japanese equiCes 
• Equity mutual fund flows (sCll a bull market that few believe in) 
• QuanCtaCve invesCng - an accident waiCng to happen, but I don't know what the 

accident will be 

Donald Trump 

The media sure loves him because he creates such drama for them to "report" on (or, should 
I say, gossip). Trump is the Kardashian of the poliCcal world, and the media report every last 
nuance with vigor.  

I don't have any unique insights into how serious the threat of impeachment is though, as 
far as I can tell, it looks awfully like a witch hunt to me… and I'm no fan of Trump or any 
poliCcian for that maBer. For those of you who might want to study it a liBle further then 
have a look at this arCcle: 

For me the quesCon is "will this be a fundamental game changer for the economy, for 
corporate earnings?” I seriously doubt it.  

I am very surprised how no one noCced conCnuing claims figures on Thursday. Take a look 
at the chart on the next page showing a generaConal low, or the lowest since 1975. Note 
this isn't adjusted for populaCon growth, it is the absolute figure. 
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The number of people on unemployment benefits in the US is falling rapidly: 

I think the Trump noise masks a larger underlying "risk" which no one is paying any 
aBenCon to - inflaCon. If employment trends conCnue on their current "trajectory", then we 
are going to have wages rise a lot quicker than anyone envisages and with that comes 
inflaCon. Once again, the FED will be behind the curve. 

Anyway, the selloff we had during the week (a nice size drop in the Dow and a number of 
other markets) was just a good old fashioned nervous reacCon. We don't see it changing the 
primary trend of the equity market. 

Brazil 

Did you noCce the Brazilian financial markets went wild on Thursday? The stock market 
dropped 11% and the Brazilian Real dropping some 7% - that is a 18% smack down in USD 
terms (as per the ETF EWZ).  
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Blink and you missed the rebound, or at least a good porCon of it. From its lows on 
Thursday it is now some 9% higher. I saw this as soon as I woke in the morning and 
hurriedly put a trade alert out aier the market closed on Thursday (to buy the January 2019 
33/40 bull call spread at 2.40 - to give close to a 200% return if EWZ was to close at or 
above 40 come January 2019). I very much doubt that most of you managed to get filled 
courtesy of the big gap on the open. 

Side note: What I'd like to do with this service - because I think it's actually more important than 
anything else - is to create and deliver material which helps you as a member of our liFle group 
here to develop your human capital.  

The market reacIon to the Brazilian noise is a perfect example. There were great reasons to buy the 
crash, and I know of some subscribers who automaIcally did so.  

A number of subscribers emailed me asking about Brazil's longer-term perspecCve. 

The reality is that Brazil is just another way to express a view on commodiCes. If you are 
bullish on commodity prices, then by default you are bullish on Brazilian equity markets. 

On the next page I have overlaid the Brazilian equity ETF (the iShares MSCI Brazil Capped 
ETF) with the commodity ETF (the PowerShares DB Commodity Index Tracking Fund) and 
indexed the Cme series to 100 as of 10 years ago. They look remarkably similar - kind of 
strange their value is more or less the same aier 10 years. 
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As a maBer of interest, I overlaid the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF with the iShares 
MSCI Brazil Capped ETF going right back to 2003 (when the "supercycle" bull market in 
commodiCes really kicked into gear).  

Some 15 years later, the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF and the iShares MSCI Brazil 
Capped ETF are exactly the same. Yes, the iShares MSCI Brazil Capped ETF did outperform 
for quite someCme but that has mean corrected over the last 5 years. 

This brings me to a quesCon: what about emerging markets? Well, for some 7 years they 
have essenCally gone nowhere. 
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You don't hear much about "emerging markets" these days. A sign that they aren't 
parCcularly crowded on the long side.  

Emerging Markets 

I need to do some more work on emerging markets as there are bound to be a number of 
pockets of value in areas that few are taking any noCce of (Russia comes to mind). Across all 
valuaCon metrics it tallies up as being one (if not the) cheapest equity markets in the world. 
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Check out the second cheapest market, South Korea: 

The difficult part is trading these markets. There are lots of cheap stocks in Russia and 
Korea but few brokers (not even InteracCve Brokers) who will give you access to trade these 
two markets. There are a number of ADRs of Russian stocks that trade on the LSE or NYSE.  

In terms of ETFs there are two that come to mind: the VanEck Vectors Russia ETF (large cap 
Russian stocks) and the VanEck Vectors Russia Small-Cap ETF (small cap Russian stocks). 

Below is the VanEck Vectors Russia Small-Cap ETF (RSXJ) in purple and the index it tracks in 
orange. There is sCll a lot of value in Russia (as per the table above), but it would have been 
a liBle more helpful buying this ETF 12 months ago which (I spoke about it on the blog and 
Insider didn't exist at the Cme) as it is up some 100% since then.  

Also check out the broad fundamental valuaCon of stocks within the VanEck Vectors Russia 
Small-Cap ETF:  
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Over the next few days I'll dig deeper into Russian equiCes and will have a more 
comprehensive list of Russian equiCes, valuaCons, and how to trade them, etc. for next 
week's Weekly Insider. 

EquiPes GeRng Crowded on the Long Side? 

This week, the S&P 500 hit a record high (on Tuesday). Given the lack of commentary you 
could have fooled me. It sCll seems that relaCvely few care about the rally in equiCes, which 
is a reflecCon that few own them. Yes, I know, I know. ValuaCons are high but valuaCons 
don't drive markets - liquidity does. We have to remember the world is a universe of places 
to put your capital and so we need to look at it as such. 

Next, take a look at the net inflows to mutual funds and equity ETFs since March 2009 
(when the bull market got going). Apart from some decent inflows in 2013 and mediocre 
flows in 2014, there have been big net outlows from equiCes. EquiCes are becoming held 
by fewer and fewer hands. 

Yes, we can talk about valuaCons unCl the cows come home (I don't think popular big cap 
stocks in the US are parCcularly cheap), but unCl the average mom and pop have a belly full 
of equiCes, this market looks to keep on moving higher. 
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Speaking of Unpopular Markets… Japan 

Did anyone noCce the following headline this week? 

We conCnue to think that Japan is one of the best kept deep value stories. The valuaCon of 
the Japanese stock market is truly bizarre - P/Book of 1.3x, P/Sales of 0.8x, whereas in the 
US it is 3.1 and 2.7x respecCvely.  

And growth in Japan is starCng to rival that of the US: 
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Now, it's possible that Japan has a lot of catching up to do with the US, but does the 
valuaPon differenPal deserve to be that much? I think not.  

Take a look at the broad Topix Index - coming up against "resistance" at 1700 very soon: 

Did you know that the average P/book of small cap stocks in Japan was 1.02x and P/Sales 
was 0.54x?  

I bet you also weren't aware that the Topix Small Cap Index is at a mulC-year high. Nobody 
is talking about it and yet here we are. This has all the signs of a very strong bull market. 
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Here are Japanese small caps. Same story: 

The more I look at Japan the more I get the impression of there being huge upside with 
limited downside. And gratefully you'll struggle to find anyone bullish. 
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The Crowding Into QuanPtaPve InvesPng 

There was a great arCcle in the WSJ by Jason Zweig. It's a topic I've spoke about before and 
one which my friend Mark Yusko and I've discussed in the past. Jason is having a go at the 
move towards invesCng via computer algorithms (otherwise known as quanCtaCve 
invesCng): 

There is a growing (already large) school of thought that you can invest smarter or beat the 
market by quanCtaCve computer algorithms. Well, maybe you could in the past but if 
enough folks are basing their investment decisions on "regular occurring paFerns of the past", 
then their acCons today will alter the paBerns in the future:  

"Everywhere investors turn, mathemaIcs and machines seem to be rendering human 
judgment obsolete. 

BlackRock, the giant asset manager, recently announced it will rely more heavily on 
computers to pick stocks. Rob ArnoF, a leading advocate of mechanical invesIng 
approaches, said this past week that it's "actually relaIvely easy to beat the market" if you 
get the math right. 

Not so fast, says Richard Bookstaber, author of an important and elegantly wriFen new 
book, "The End of Theory." 

When you measure markets, you change them, Mr. Bookstaber says. When individuals 
become part of groups, their behavior changes — in ways that are hard to predict. Investors 
who forget these facts and conclude that all problems have been solved are, sooner or 
later, in for a shock. 
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Computers and mathemaIcal models excel in environments "where they can be trained on 
history and variables will behave in the future the way they did in the past," says Mr. 
Bookstaber in an interview. 

But a financial market doesn't consist only of digiIzed streams of informaIon. A market is 
made of human beings. Some are paIent and prudent; others trade as if the world will end 
in the next half-hour." 

Well, that is the "easy" part. The hard part is figuring out what will be the consequences of 
all this "algo" invesCng.  

"A crowd isn't the simple sum of its parts. Individuals, acIng as a group, behave differently 
than in isolaIon. As a crowd becomes ever-so-slightly larger or smaller, its behavior can 
change in big, and unpredictable, ways." 

I think this "algo invesCng" is likely to go through a cycle here. I have seen plenty of them 
before. But just what will the consequences be? I don't know but if we stay away from the 
popular crowded stocks/sectors/themes (e.g. low-volaPlity-themed funds) and keep on 
searching for those stocks/sectors that no one wants to touch, the consequences are likely 
to benefit us in ways that we cannot yet foresee. 

Por^olio Updates 

Together with everything else I have promised to deliver this week coming I will start 
weekly updates to the portolio. Many members have asked quesCons like "is it ok to invest 
now even though you talked about this trade late last year?" or "what weighIngs should I give to 
these trades?" These are all great quesCons, and I will do my best to answer them all (and 
more this week).  

In the meanCme, we had a quesCon regarding a uranium stock in the portolio which I want 
to bring to your aBenCon. 

Deep Yellow (DYL)  

On 23rd December our Trade Alert went out on Deep Yellow when it was trading at about 
0.34. It raced to about 0.60 in January but has since fallen back to 0.24 - such is life with 
the volaClity of small cap stocks. Nothing has changed in our fundamental outlook on Deep 
Yellow.  
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However, last week a rights issue was issued to shareholders and a number of members 
have asked what this is all about.  

So here goes my explanaCon of Deep Yellows rights offer in user friendly English.  

Let's say you bought 15,000 shares at anyCme up to and including 11th May. You are now 
enCtled to buy 7,000 shares at 0.25 (7 shares for every 15 held).  

Now, here is the icing on the cake. If you take up the rights, you will get 7,000 warrants 
with an exercise price of 0.50 expiring 1st June 2022.  

So what does this mean?  

Well, let's assume that things go well for Deep Yellow and come June 2022 the stock price 
of Deep Yellow is trading at 2.0. You will have the right to buy 7000 shares at 0.50 per 
share.  

If Deep Yellow's stock price was not trading above 0.50 come June 2022 then you would 
not take up the rights (warrants give you the right, not the obligaCon). 

What is the capital from the rights issue going to be used for?  

Deep Yellow is not producing at the moment as it's an exploraCon and development 
company. Accordingly they have no cash flow from revenue. They need the capital to keep 
on drilling in Namibia and to have cash on hand to buy other assets. This makes exploraCon 
companies highly volaCle and riskier than producers, all things being equal, which of course 
they never are.  

Deep Yellow is a company we bought as a compliment to a core posiCon in URA. They serve 
very different purposes. Deep Yellow can blow away in the wind with any number of things 
affecCng them. Poor management, poliCcal crisis, an inability to raise capital,… the list goes 
on.  

URA, on the other hand, can only blow away if Uranium itself ceases to be used... and we 
don't see that happening.  

The DYL rights issue seems to us to be a good deal with a pot of gold waiCng for you in a 
few years if uranium prices do what we anCcipate and Deep Yellow develops its 
exploraCons into fully fledged mining operaCons! 
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See you all later in the week for more updates and observaCons! 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric OpportuniCes Fund 
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Unauthorized Disclosure Prohibited 

The informaIon provided in this publicaIon is private, privileged, and confidenIal informaIon, licensed for your sole 
individual use as a subscriber. Capitalist Exploits reserves all rights to the content of this publicaIon and related 
materials. Forwarding, copying, disseminaIng, or distribuIng this report in whole or in part, including substanIal 
quotaIon of any porIon of the publicaIon or any release of specific investment recommendaIons, is strictly 
prohibited. 

ParIcipaIon in such acIvity is grounds for immediate terminaIon of all subscripIons of registered subscribers deemed 
to be involved at Capitalist Exploits. Capitalist Exploits reserves the right to monitor the use of this publicaIon without 
disclosure by any electronic means it deems necessary and may change those means without noIce at any Ime. If you 
have received this publicaIon and are not the intended subscriber, please contact admin@capitalistexploits.at. 

Disclaimers 

Capitalist Exploits website, World Out Of Whack, Insider, and any content published by Capitalist Exploits is obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The informaIon contained in such 
publicaIons is not intended to consItute individual investment advice and is not designed to meet your personal 
financial situaIon. The opinions expressed in such publicaIons are those of the publisher and are subject to change 
without noIce. The informaIon in such publicaIons may become outdated and there is no obligaIon to update any 
such informaIon. You are advised to discuss with your financial advisers your investment opIons and whether any 
investment is suitable for your specific needs prior to making any investments. 

Capitalist Exploits and other enIIes in which it has an interest, employees, officers, family, and associates may from 
Ime to Ime have posiIons in the securiIes or commodiIes covered in publicaIons or the website. Corporate policies 
are in effect that aFempt to avoid potenIal conflicts of interest and resolve conflicts of interest should they arise, in a 
Imely fashion. 

Capitalist Exploits reserves the right to cancel any subscripIon at any Ime, and if it does so it will promptly refund to 
the subscriber the amount of the subscripIon payment previously received relaIng to the remaining subscripIon 
period. CancellaIon of a subscripIon may result from any unauthorized use or reproducIon or rebroadcast of any 
Capitalist Exploits paid publicaIon/s, any infringement or misappropriaIon of Capitalist Exploits proprietary rights, or 
any other reason determined in the sole discreIon of Capitalist Exploits. 

Affiliate No8ce 

Capitalist Exploits has affiliate agreements in place that may include fee sharing. If you have a website and would like 
to be considered for inclusion in the Capitalist Exploits affiliate program, please email admin@capitalistexploits.at. 
Likewise, from Ime to Ime Capitalist Exploits may engage in affiliate programs covered by other companies, though 
corporate policy firmly dictates that such agreements will have no influence on any product or service 
recommendaIons, nor alter the pricing that would otherwise be available in absence of such an agreement. As always, 
it is important that you do your own due diligence before transacIng any business with any firm, for any product or 
service. 
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